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Automated digital 
advertising for local media.!



OwnLocal automatically creates 
digital marketing campaigns from 
content trapped inside traditional 

ads.!



We had more than 
150,000 campaigns last 

month.!



We’re located in 
Austin, TX…!





but no place in Austin is 
more fun to work at than 

OwnLocal!

















And from pretty humble 
beginnings, we’ve grown 

quite a bit.!



Today, OwnLocal works with more 
than 2,500 local media companies 
all across America and around the 

world.!









We’re the foundation of a 
successful digital agency 

strategy.!



We specialize in converting 
all your legacy customers 

into digital customers.!



Make your
Dumb Media Kit… Smart.





Newspapers were really 
really good at making 

money.!



That’s because we 
were monopolies.!





It’s not because we were 
really good at selling things.!



That was a byproduct 
of market dominance.!





As we lost our leadership, we 
didn’t always identify what 
could make us successful.!



In fact, today, most organizations 
are heavily focused on retaining old 

accounts…!



Instead of finding new 
ones.!





Really, most of our sales 
people function like account 

managers.!



You need both.



Now, let me show you the 
way most advertisers are 

introduced to you.!



Now, I’m not picking 
on anyone here.!



I think we’ve all been 
guilty of this.!



And the truth is, we need the 
truth now more than ever.!



Someone gets to 
your website…





Now, maybe I’m interested 
in advertising…!



But where do I go?!





Ok, we found it.!





Hm. I guess we’ll call 
Elliott.!





Or maybe you’ve got a 
page like this:!





And if I want to see 
what I’m buying?!



I’m probably going to see 
something that looks like 

this…!













If I’m just a small business 
owner, you’ve just confused 

and scared the wits out of me.!



It looks like I’m back in class 
and I can’t use a calculator.!



And, also, let’s be honest.!
You haven’t seen these rates 

in years!!



To Recap



I can’t find you.!



I can’t figure out who 
to talk to.!



You’re giving me a hell of a 
complex rate card to look at.!



I don’t know the difference 
between a business builder 

and an affordable Thursday ad.!



You’re making me 
think you’re expensive.!



You’re showing me every 
product you have when I’m 

not a marketer.!



You’re showing me 
something you maybe 

updated once last year.!



And you aren’t even making me 
put in my name, email, and phone 

number so you can track who 
wants to advertise?!



Every new advertiser will 
need a ton of questions 

answered.!



Does that about sum it up?



I’m going to say it.!



I think that’s pretty 
dumb.!



New business is the 
future of our business!!



How many small 
businesses over the years 

took one look at this… !





And decided to go buy 
an ad on Facebook.!



Or said, you know, we’ll just 
get some flyers printed up.!



So let’s define a!
Smart Media Kit



A Smart Media Kit…!

•  Ranks in Google searches when potential advertisers search for 
things.!

•  Emphasizes capabilities (Doesn’t emphasize pricing tables or 
column inches or split hairs).!

•  Captures information from potential advertisers and stores it all in 
one place.!

•  Automatically follows up with potential advertisers and tells you 
what they’re responding to.!

•  Allows you to add and instantly update content.!



Story Time



Andrew McFadden at 
Freedom Communications!



Problems

•  They didn’t know how many leads they were 
getting each month or who they were going to.!

•  They didn’t know what their close ratios on new 
leads were.!

•  They didn’t have a way of segmenting customers.!



They built their own platform 
on top of marketing 

automation software.!



Success
•  They started tracking their leads and started under 100 

per month. Over time, they grew this to over 200 per 
month.!

•  Their products and services started appearing in local 
searches.!

•  They were able to start sending nurturing e-mail 
campaigns to potential advertisers.!

•  They were able to provide actionable intelligence to 
reps to help them close deals.!



Example!



As an advertiser, I show up 
on a clearly labeled site.!





I’m prompted to download a 
guide or get an e-book.!



I’m given clear categories of 
defined products and 

services.!



As a user, I’m always 
prompted to fill out a form.!







This means that the lead can 
be saved, e-mailed, and 

monitored for engagement.!



Andrew left to start !
Smart Media Kit and do this 

for other newspapers.!



OwnLocal acquired !
Smart Media Kit in February!



Our goal is to bring these 
principles everywhere at a cost 
every newspaper can afford.!



This is a very nascent concept. In 
fact, fewer than a dozen 

newspaper groups have taken the 
plunge to change their media kits.!



Nevertheless,!
there can be no doubt that 

this is the future.!



We need to turn this…!





Into this…!





And increase the leads the 
industry gets in the process.!



Q+A!
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